
 
 

 

 

Make Self-Watering Recycled Bottle Planters 

In an Afternoon 

 
Turn empty bottles into functional art fast with 

this fun project idea that’s good for the earth, 

and good for your green thumb. 

 

Tools & Materials: 

 Empty Bottles 

 Bottle Cutter 

 Safety Glasses 

 Bottle Finishing Kit, Diamond Files or 

Diamond Hand Pads 

 Optional: Glass Paints or Etching 

Cream 

 

Instructions: 

1. Wash your bottle and remove all labels 

and adhesive. 

2. Measure your bottle and mark the height you wish to cut. To 

make a self-watering planter, the top is removed from the 

bottom of the bottle and positioned inverted into the base. 

To do this, you must cut high enough that the top is less than 

1/2 the overall bottle height. 

3. Following manufacturer instructions for your bottle 

cutter, make the adjustments for diameter and height to score 

at the line you have marked on your bottle. 

4. Score once completely around the bottle.  

5. Separate the bottle following manufacturer instructions provided 

with your bottle cutter. (Techniques may include hot and cold water 

baths, candle flame, ice cooling and more. Visit 

www.Delphiglass.com/BottleInspirations for helpful video demos.) 

6. Use a bottle finishing kit, diamond files or diamond hand pads to 

smooth the sharp cut edges. Start with the coarsest grit for initial 

sanding, work to a smoother grit for finishing.  

http://www.delphiglass.com/BottleInspirations


 
 

 

Note: Always lubricate and cool glass with water when 

coldworking to prevent inhalation of glass particles. 

7. Rinse and dry your cut bottle pieces to prepare for decoration. 

8. Apply Pebeo Vitrea Glass Paints to create a fun design. 

Delphi Tip: Draw or print your design on a piece of paper and 

insert it into the bottle to use as a template that you can trace to 

easily transfer designs. 

9. Allow paints to dry completely. Oven bake at 325° F for 40 minutes 

to cure. Once cured, Pebeo Vitrea Glass paints are dishwasher 

safe. 

10. Add water to the base of your planter, invert the top of the bottle 

and place into base. Place plants or cuttings into top, allowing 

roots to trail into water. 

11. When additional water is needed, simply lift the top and add water 

to the base. Enjoy! 

 

 

More Decoration Ideas: 

You can completely customize these quick and easy planters! Add etched 

details or make it with mosaics. 

For inspiration and helpful tips on these techniques check out additional 

bottle art project ideas at www.DelphiGlass.com/BottleInspirations  
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